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Thursday, November 12 at 7:30 p.m. • Friday, November 13 at 7:30 p.m. • Saturday, November 14 at 7:30 p.m.

Welcome to our Fall 2020 Season

TOP GIRLS

by Caryl Churchill
Presented November 12-14, 2020 at 7:30 p.m.
TOP GIRLS WILL BE PERFORMED WITH ONE TEN MINUTE INTERMISSION

Original New York Production by the New York Shakespeare Festival
Produced by Joseph Papp
TOP GIRLS is presented by arrangement with Concord Theatricals on behalf of Samuel French, Inc. www.concordtheatricals.com

Illinois State University is a member of the University Resident Theatre Association.
The School of Theatre and Dance is accredited by the National Association of Schools of Theatre (NAST)

School of Theatre and Dance Land Acknowledgment

Illinois State University is located on the traditional lands of the Peoria, Kaskaskia, Piankashaw, Wea,
Miami, Mascoutin, Odawa, Sauk, Mesquaki, Kickapoo, Potawatomi, Ojibwe, and Chickasaw Nations. These
Native nations, prior to their forced removal, were the caretakers of this land; the lands continue to carry
the stories of these nations and their people, just as the people continue to carry the stories of this land.
As members of a public settler colonial institution, we acknowledge our responsibility not only to
understand this history but also to actively confront the ways in which colonial policies and thinking
continue in our personal and professional lives. In the theatre, specifically, we recognize that this industry
has been complicit and even instrumental in misrepresenting Indigenous people (both in its literature and
on its stages) and in marginalizing Indigenous people and cultures. We commit to create change and
progress.
We ask that you join us on that journey. As we gather virtually to view School of Theatre and Dance
performances this semester, we respectfully request that we all begin to learn on whose land we live.

What is a land acknowledgment?

In countries such as New Zealand, Australia, Canada, and among tribal nations in the U.S., it is
commonplace, even policy, to open events and gatherings by acknowledging the traditional
Indigenous inhabitants of that land… Acknowledgment by itself is a small gesture. It
becomes meaningful when coupled with authentic relationships and informed action. But
this beginning can be an opening to greater public consciousness of Native sovereignty and
cultural rights, a step toward equitable relationship and reconciliation. Naming is an exercise
in power. Who gets the right to name or be named? Whose stories are honored in a name?
Whose are erased? Acknowledgment of traditional land is a public statement of the name of
the traditional Native inhabitants of a place. It honors their historic relationship with the
land… It is a simple, powerful way of showing respect and a step toward correcting the
stories and practices that erase Indigenous people’s history and culture and toward inviting
and honoring the truth. Imagine this practice widely adopted: imagine cultural venues,
classrooms, conference settings, places of worship, sports stadiums, and town halls,
acknowledging traditional lands. Millions would be exposed – many for the first time – to the
names of the traditional inhabitants of the lands they are on, inspiring them to ongoing
awareness and action. (Honor Native Land Guide, https://usdac.us/nativeland)
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Dramaturg.............................................................................................................................................Hayley Brenner
Text/Dialect Coach............................................................................................................................Connie DeVeer
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Marlene...............................................................................................................Eve Doyle
Nijo/Win..................................................................................................Trinity Carpenter
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PROGRAM NOTES:
** DENOTES MASTER OF FINE ARTS CANDIDATE
* DENOTES MASTER OF ARTS OR SCIENCE CANDIDATE
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-DIRECTOR'S NOTETop Girls is a play that that deals with a number of very difficult issues—at the heart of it, it’s
asking the question of how does one choose between work and family? And, more specifically, it
asks the question of how do women choose between work and family? As a period piece from
Great Britain of the early 1980s, this question is heavily steeped in Thatcherite thinking and
class friction, showing us a world heavily divided along lines of gender and wealth. Marlene is a
woman who has rejected everything about her origins, including her family, in order to succeed
in a world that is only beginning to accept the presence of women. The opening scene shows us
a group of characters united by a common sense of accomplishment, but it is tinged heavily with
loss. They’ve all lost family, but more than that, they’ve lost something of their own identity,
their womanhood seen as a deficiency or, at best, a novelty, rather than a source of pride or
strength. Top Girls explores the ramifications of that, in its effects on women, both in the
workforce and the next generation.
I’m very lucky to have worked with this talented team of artists. I would like to thank them all—
the actors, designers, managers, faculty, and staff, and everyone else who helped make all of
this happen. Creating a performance is never easy, and even on Zoom, this has been a long trek
from beginning to end. Our world is more uncertain now than it has been in some time, but that
shouldn’t stop us from experiencing the thought-provoking wonder of theatre, and everyone
involved with this production has risen to the challenge, working together admirably to create
something beautiful.
Caryl Churchill has handed us a powerful piece of theatre; thank you for being here to help
celebrate it.
-Paul Christopher
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-DRAMATURG NOTEGrowing up, you’re always asked the question: Who is your role model? I personally was always
surrounded by strong, inspiring, and passionate women; women who seemingly had it all. I’d
always jump between choosing my favorite actress, singer, or character at the time. I
regrettably remember trying to emulate the lifestyle of Katniss Everdeen from The Hunger
Games, featuring a brief stint of me trying to climb trees and survive in the wilderness. But
when really left to reflect on this question I’m turned towards an answer many people carry. My
role model is my mom.
I picture my mother in 1982, the same time as Top Girls, when she was 15 years old and got her
first job. It’s exciting to think about my mom being a part of this larger movement of women in
the 80's, making a move for self-empowerment. My mom also went on to go to college, get
married and raise a family, much like her mother. I think of both matriarchs and can’t help but
compare them to the women in Top Girls.
Top Girls is a story all about women and the power and sacrifices they need to make to succeed,
whether it be in career, home-life, love, or self. Through the lens of Margaret Thatcher’s power in
the United Kingdom (which ran concurrently with Reagan’s presidency here in the US), Caryl
Churchill explores all facets of the female experience in early 1980s Britain. With the gaining
popularity of the second wave feminist movement, creating an empowered fleet of women ready
to join the workforce as the backdrop of our story, we see the dichotomy between Marlene and
her sister Joyce. Marlene choosing the career route, and leaving Joyce, who has chosen the
homemaker route, in the dust. Seeing these two women sacrifice part of their lives to achieve
what they want makes me realize just how hard it was to have it all, and it makes me proud to
come from a line of strong women who prove to me that with hard work and determination, we
can achieve whatever
we strive for.
- Hayley Brenner

Immerse yourself in
Hayley's research
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PRODUCTION STAFF

Technical Director: Dave George
Production Manager: Colleen Tovar
Costume Director: Kari Beth Rust
Craft Shop Supervisor: J. Wendy Wallace
Light and Sound Shop Supervisor: Josh Foxhoven
Scene Shop Supervisor: Dave George
Prop Shop Supervisor: Jess Fleeman**
Box Office & Center for the Performing Arts Coordinator: Nick Benson
Props Master: Michael Mason
Assistant Props Master: Katherine Dohogne
Assistant Stage Managers: Alysa Chandler & Kylee Hozian
Assistant Scenic Design: Hunter Walton
Assistant Lighting Design: Emma Marino
Assistant Sound Designers: Jaritt Catellier & Jacob McGee
Assistant Costume Designer: Tamara Djukic
Learn more
about Caryl
Churchill

Program Notes
** Denotes Master of Fine Arts Candidate
* Denotes Master of Arts or Science Candidate
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SCHOOL OF THEATRE AND DANCE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Director: Ann Haugo
Associate Director: Connie DeVeer
Graduate Coordinator: Jeremy Jenkins
Office Manager: Connie Blick
ISF Finance and Communications Manager: Molly Briggs-Yonke
Academic Advisor and Recruitment Coordinator: Cristen Monson
Administrative Aide: Michelle Woody

SCHOOL OF THEATRE AND DANCE FACULTY AND STAFF
Lori Adams
Connie Blick
Molly Briggs-Yonke
Bruce Burningham
Kristin Carlson
Laina Carney
Jimmy Chrismon
Connie DeVeer
Shannon Epplett
Kelsey Fisher
Josh Foxhoven
Dave George
Ann Haugo
Lexi Howe
Jeremy Jenkins
Mary Jungels-Goodyear
Lauren Lowell
Maggie Marlin-Hess
Gregory Merriman
Cristen Monson

Derek Munson
Kee-Yoon Nahm
Leslie Orr
Dan Ozminkowski
Aaron Paolucci
Kim Pereira
David Prete
Kaley Pruitt
Robert Quinlan
M. Anthony Reimer
Kari Beth Rust
John Stark
Colleen Tovar
John Tovar
Michael Vetere
J. Wendy Wallace
Darby Wilde
Janet Wilson
Michelle Woody
Li Zeng

MEET OUR
FACULTY AND
EXPLORE AREAS
OF STUDY
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STUDENT STAFF

Theatre and Dance Office
Student Staff: Shahrzad Hamzeh*, Samuel Langellier*, Connor Maccabee*, Ethan Rickard*
Costume Shop
Student Staff: Janelle Smith**, Emily Stranski-Brame**, Lindsey Van Wyk**
Scene Shop
Student Staff: Michael Mason**, Roman Reyes**, Rebecca Sadler**, Joe Chambers, Clay Czlapinski, Ash
Ebikhumi, Jack Hradecky, Tan Macaraeg, Logan Riedel, Tom Windle
Paint Shop
Student Staff: Michael Mason**, Audrey Ziemba
Light and Sound Shop
Student Staff: Grace Leali, Emma Marino, Ash Parra**, Keyla Marie Soto Pabón**, Isabel Samuel**, Henry
Tran**
Prop Shop
Supervisor: Jess Fleeman **
Student Staff: Carol Kelleher, Morgan Whalen

Program Notes
** Denotes Master of Fine Arts Candidate
* Denotes Master of Arts or Science Candidate
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Susan High, 2020 KCACTF Costume
Design Finalist

2020 Irene Ry
an Finalists
and scene pa
rtners

2019 KCACTF Region III Redbirds
in the John Stark selfie!

Erica Lauren Maholmes, 2019 KCACTF
Lighting Design Nominee

The Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival, part of the Rubenstein Arts
Access Program, is generously funded by David M. Rubenstein.
Special thanks to The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust for supporting the
John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts’ Kennedy Center American College
Theater Festival.
Additional support is provided by The Honorable Stuart Bernstein and Wilma E.
Bernstein; and the Dr. Gerald and Paula McNichols Foundation.
Kennedy Center education and related artistic programming is made possible through
the generosity of the National Committee for the Performing Arts.
This production is entered in the Kennedy Center American College Theater Festival
(KCACTF). The aims of this national theater education program are to identify and
promote quality in college-level theater production. To this end, each production
entered is eligible for a response by a regional KCACTF representative, and selected
students and faculty are invited to participate in KCACTF programs involving
scholarships, internships, grants and awards for actors, directors, dramaturgs,
playwrights, designers, stage managers and critics at both the regional and national
levels.
Productions entered on the Participating level are eligible for invitation to the KCACTF
regional festival and may also be considered for national awards recognizing
outstanding achievement in production, design, direction and performance.
KCACTF aims to:
Encourage, recognize, and celebrate the finest and most diverse work produced in
university and college theater programs.
Provide opportunities for participants to develop their theater skills and insight
and achieve professionalism.
Improve the quality of college and university theater in the United States
Encourage colleges and universities to give distinguished productions of new
plays, especially those written by students; the classics, revitalized or newly
conceived; and experimental works.
Last year more than 1,500 productions were entered in the KCACTF involving more
than 200,000 students nationwide. By entering this production, our theater
department is sharing in the KCACTF goals to recognize, reward, and celebrate the
exemplary work produced in college and university theaters across the nation.
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RESERVE YOUR TICKETS FOR OUR UPCOMING FALL PRODUCTIONS
FALL DANCE CONCERT

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR: DARBY WILDE
November 17-19

Did you enjoy the show?
Top Girls has been made available at no cost due to the generosity of donors who regularly support
the School of Theatre and Dance. Please consider making a gift to help support future programs.

Make a
Gift

